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A World Apart
A tribute to Brendan Murphy

who died in an avalanche on Changabang, 3 June 1997

(Plates 15-19)

M omentari/y I stepped outside myself, watching my exhausted legs
trying to move quickly, myfeet trying to holdsteady on the snow-covered

moraine. I stopped at a huge slab ofgranite to regain agrip on reality. Resting
my sack against a tall cairn that Brendan had built the previous year, I took a
sip of water. Minutes later, when I tried to lift the sack back onto my shoulders,
apain shot across my chest. Across the peaks and troughs of theglacier I could
make out base camp, normally about an hour away. I jettisoned the rucksack
and, in slow motion, using the skipoles to stabilise myjellied limbs, edged up to
thefirst moraine ridge. By the time I reachedthe top the chestpain hadreturned
and I was scared, but the rottingfish smell offestering.frostbite forced me on. I
had to get some medicine. I had to get there before they abandoned camp. I had
to tell them what had happened.

After afUll half-hour I had travelled only a pitifUl 200m.from the rucksack.
I yelled into the approaching mist. There was no reply. The thought of only
making ithalfway, sleeping outwithout asleeping-bag and refreezing my hands
and feet frightened me enough to turn "back. After almost twelve hours of
wonderfUl sleep, I crawled out of my snow-covered sleeping-bag and stuffid it
into the rucksack with my good hand. I felt refreshed inside, but still I walked
like a delirious junky.

In my headI constructed the words I wouldsay to the others. I was convinced
they wouldsee me a long way off in my conspicuous redsuit and would become
suspicious at the sight ofjust one redfigure. As I wobbled down thefinal half
mile to base camp I felt intoxicated by the spring air.

A smallredbirdthat hadarrived with the warm temperatures sang andhopped
to the sideguiding me back into the camp. The overnight ice had notyet melted
from the edge of the stream andI staggeredstraight across, crunching through it
in my lead-heavy boots. I was gratefUlfor the ski poles, which gave me dignity
by allowing me to walk in a reasonably straight line. Once close enough I shouted
a small 'hello', and immediately Narinda and Vikram, our liaison officer and
cook, came out of the kitchen shelter. They held out their hands warmly but
nervously. It had been eighteen long days. Narinda waitedfor my words, water
welling in his eyes.

'Mick and Steve are coming, ' I said. 'Brendan is dead. '
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Brendan appeared to be annoyingly at ease with this acclimatising
business. I appreciated that acclimatising was vital to our preparation for
the route, but I found it tedious. All the slopes of the neighbouring cols
and peaks were covered in loose snow topped by a hideous crust that made
movement slow and dangerous. Consequently, we plodded up to 5700m
on a boring but relatively safe slope on the unclimbed Dunagiri Parbat.
Although uninspiring in itself, it gave exceptional views of our proposed
route on Changabang's North Face.

The previous year Brendan had joined Roger Payne, Julie-Ann Clyma
and Andy Perkins in an attempt on the same face. On that trip the four had
climbed an impressive thin line of ice on the right-hand side of the face.
Sadly, serious gastric illness floored Brendan's partner Andy Perkins, and
eventually they were all forced down. This year, however, that line looked
almost non-existent and there were more logical ice lines leading directly
to the fIrst icefIeld which would minimise the traversing. Of three possible
lines Brendan and I chose the central one, as did Mick Fowler and Steve
Sustad. Roger and Julie-Ann deci,ded on the left-hand line.

Changabang provided a perfect objective for all of us. It wasn't excep
tionally high but promised some excellent climbing. Julie-Ann and Roger
are, of course, both seasoned Himalayan alpinists, with many trips to steep
and remote peaks under their belts. Their impressive organisational skills
were something of a novelty to the rest of us. Mick and Steve were blown
away when they learned that we were to have a tablecloth for meals at base
camp and delicious cakes to accompany our tea each afternoon. As is well
known, Mick Fowler not only works as a taxman but is also one of the
most prolifIc 'adventure' new route activists around. Steve Sustad, originally
from Seattle but now living in Britain, is an exceptionally gifted moun
taineer, although he hasn't such a high profIle as Mick. Brendan Murphy
had been on a number of trips to hard technical objectives. We fIrst got to
know each other well on a trip to climb the South Face of Gasherbrum IV
in the summer of 1993. I liked his mixture of tenacity and good humour.

As well as offering potentially good climbing there were other reasons
which made this mountain special. Changabang had symbolic status. The
fIrst ascent, by an Anglo-Indian team, was in 1974, followed a few years
later by the monumental effort by Peter Boardman and Joe Tasker, a gripping
account of which appeared in Boardman's book The Shining Mountain. Their
amazing achievement was hailed as one of the most outrageous routes of
its time. Subsequently, Alex McIntyre and John Porter teamed up with the
Poles Voytek Kurtyka and Christoph Zurek to make the fIrst ascent of the
South Buttress. All these tales of committing, bold journeys inspired us.
Many of those players were no longer alive, having lost their lives pushing
the limits in various parts of the Himalaya. But their quest to climb in a
lightweight style lives on and continues to influence the few people who
still perform in this sphere.
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I complained about the cold temperatures at such a modest height. After
seeing photos and chatting to the team from the expedition of the previous
spring, I had expected something quite different. They had relatively mild
temperatures, good quality neve and some long spells of good weather.
Brendan shook his head and said, as he did many times, 'This year it really
is a different mountain.' And how true his words were. Out of 30 days
there would be only one when it didn't snow. By 21 May we were ready for
action. We had good clear weather every morning but storms every
afternoon. Steve and Mick would follow two days behind and Julie-Ann
and Roger a day or so behind them. We were all independent and didn't
want to be too close to each other on the face, from the point of view of
both falling rock and ice and the limited bivouac sites.

Climbing in Alpine style is an ambiguous term. In our case the defmition
seemed simple enough. We had two 60-metre ropes, an Alpine rack, eight
to nine days' food, and ten days' gas. The only item we had that you probably
wouldn't take to the Alps was our small tent. We hoped to pitch it on a
series of tiny snow aretes that dotted the bases of the various icefields on
the face. We also had a hanging stove with a peculiar history. I had failed
to locate my hanging stove at home and so brought along a standard one
and then added bits of wire so that we could suspend it on bivouacs. To our
surprise Metal Mickey, as we dubbed our construction, ended up being
super-efficient.

One thing 'Alpine style' does not mean is lightweight. Despite close
scrutiny of every item we carried, our sacks weighed 20 kilos. The climbing
magazines and picture books can often lend an air of romanticism to
Himalayan climbing, but for most of the time it is sheer damned hard work.
We planned out our route so neatly - one hour across the glacier, two
hours for the lower slopes up to the base of the first difficulties. How naIve
we were, despite our joint experience of Himalayan climbing!

We left at 2am, spent three hours getting to the bergschrund and, being
unroped, almost fell into it. The lower slopes proved to be anything but a
walk. We arrived at what we considered to be the start of the climbing at
3pm, having broken two out of six ice screws and about to receive our
baptism of what would become the daily storm.

Brendan led a meandering mixed pitch between two thundering powder
chutes, eventually belaying by the left-hand chute. We searched in vain for
a place to spend the night. Reluctantly I set off up the left-hand chute,
which was not only extremely steep and rejected ice screws, but received
regular surges of powder. Finally I made it onto easier ground, but by that
time both my gloves were full of snow and my fmgers numb. 'Great first
night!', I thought, as we crawled onto a small ledge for the night. Down
below, across the other side of the glacier, Fowler and Sustad watched our
slow progress with surprise. Two days later they experienced a similar day
and bivouacked in exactly the same place.
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The next two days saw us edge upwards, tackling pitches that would
have seemed demanding even at sea level. We had crossed the first icefield,
a giant skating rink, tilted at 55°, with an almost impenetrable skin of steel
that shattered and splintered until the sun softened it up. Getting in an ice
screw took an eternity. We now had only three out of six functioning
normally, with one that occasionally bit if persuaded by a violent beating.
We had a mixture of 1987 Polish vintage titanium screws and slightly
superior 1997 Ukraine ones. Often we were so wrecked after getting just
one of these damn things halfway in, we would tie them off and, together
with our ice tools, call it a belay. The constant avalanches had acted like
giant polishing rags on the surface of the ice, making it much tougher than
we had bargained for.

Dawn on day four saw us at the foot of the second icefield. This was
important to Brendan, as we were at his team's high point of the previous
year. The second icefield passed much more quickly than anticipated and
led to a choice of two steep exits. The right-hand option looked like
extremely steep ice with two thin sections. Yet, despite our serious lack of
ice screws, it still looked preferable to the steep mixed line on the left. One
pitch higher and the daily afternoon storm machine was warming up nicely.
We had developed a theory that the spindrift came from the icefields but
now, with no more big icefields above us and with spindrift sweeping the
steep and giant walls out to our right, we realised the frailty of this theory.
Snow must be picked from the slopes on the other sides and then swept
down our route. Today the ferocity of the storm intensified to fever pitch.
Brendan had just led an impressive pitch and now it was my turn.

The situation looked ugly and with ten good ice screws I would have
been worried, but with just one tied off that Brendan hung on and two
more on my harness, I climbed up full of fear. Absurd quantities of powder
now thundered from above, pummelling us. The wind increased tenfold
and violent thunder boomed from near the summit. I had climbed beyond
the point of retreat.

Twenty metres above the belay I tried to place a screw. It would not bite.
Tiring rapidly, I clipped into one of my tools. It held for a few seconds then
ripped. Both crampons popped simultaneously and I fell onto my other
tool. Then more spindrift swept upward, numbing my face. I struggled
with the weight of the sack, the tip of my right tool staving off disaster.
Regaining position, I managed to get the screw turning. At the halfway
mark I tied it off and took a stance.

We were in the eye of an angry storm. Neck, nostrils, ears, gloves were
packed with snow. When Brendan arrived he was retching with pain. I
had never before seen him share his suffering so openly. Seeing this hard
little bastard wince and groan made our predicament seem even worse, but
he hacked on, up a brittle ice-filled corner.

I began talking to myself and flapping my arms to stay warm, but I was
losing. I seconded the pitch screaming that I needed something to eat and
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was verging on hypothermia. Bren held out a food bar and I bit at it, with
the wrapper still on. Night was approaching fast as I set off.

The angle eased, and the storm abated. I made it to the edge of the snow
an~te where we could bivvy. When I eventually reached the belay I had
used all the functioning ice screws, and spent twenty minutes trying to beat
in one of the damaged ones. Eventually I got it in partway and tied off my
axes. I yelled a warning that the belay was shit. Normally Brendan is a
super-meticulous, steady climber but, within minutes of his starting, I was
yanked tight onto the belay and realised that all was not well. It was dark
now and I made out a tiny light way below. After negotiating a 60ft
pendulum, Brendan now climbed a more direct route up to the belay.

'That was lucky,' he said. 'I could have lost my head torch.'
At llpm we crawled into our tent, psychologically and physically

roasted. In the course of IS years in the mountains, I had never experienced
such a harrowing few hours. We were both frost-nipped on the fingers and
I shivered, cold to the core.

The next day we rested. It was impossible to know what was running
through Brendan's mind. He was a private person, and he kept chat to a
minimum. After a day's rest I felt better. Brendan led three hard pitches
that left us tantalisingly close to the groove system cutting through the fmal
headwall. We fixed our two ropes and returned to our tent. Mick and
Steve, who had set off two days behind, caught us up at this point. We were
happy to see each other and exchange stories. Mick's typical enthusiasm
uplifted us, but we were all worried about the danger of being too close.
We considered joining forces, thinking it might be safer. Ultimately, how
ever, we surmised that bivouacking in the steep upper grooves with a party
of four might prove awkward and we were als.o reluctant to suddenly change
systems. We all agreed that teaming up for the descent might prove bene-

~ I ficial. At that stage, though, we had no idea what surprises lay in store.
Reaching the groove system proper involved some of the most challenging

climbing yet, and Mick and Steve, seeing our slow progress, opted for a
relaxing day 'indoors'. But this was not to be. Brendan dislodged a large
rock, which beamed in on their tent like a heat-seeking missile. Cringing
on the belay, I feared the worst. Eventually Mick appeared and relayed
that we had destroyed the back of the tent and that they were OK.

The afternoon snow began falling and filling the tent via this hole at such
a rate that they considered descending. We felt dreadful. We moved into
the grooves, which comprised especially hard brittle ice, and succeeded in
making two more holes in their tent - events which elicited increasingly
irate comments from below. I peered up at the next pitch. It looked long
and hard. I tensioned off a knife blade and stabbed a tool into a blob of ice
at the foot of a shallow groove and then followed an intermittent seam of
ice over perfect granite. In terms of quality it was one of the best pitches

i' either of us had ever done; I reached the belay knackered but buzzing.
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The next morning I woke after a fitful night, and surveyed our sur
roundings. We were hemmed in by walls of El Cap stature. Huge arching
corners, vast blank-looking sheets of icy granite and, here and there, a lonely
crack that ran into some mad-looking roof. To be up in this world, to have
overcome all that had been thrown at us, now elicited feelings of pride. Ice
over perfect ice in a mind-blowing position - I led a long, hard mixed pitch.

Each pitch that day had a sting to it. The afternoon weather came in
force, but we were so close to finishing the face that we bore it with extra
patience. After negotiating a hideously loose aid section, we thought we
could smell the top. But nothing came easily on this mountain. Brendan
persevered up bold, powder-covered granite slabs that placed him within
striking distance of the cornice. I joined him and then set to work on the
final pitch to the ridge. What a pleasure to be hacking through the cornice
after eight days' climbing.

The following morning it took me a while to register that it was in fact
my birthday. To my surprise Brendan pulled out six Snicker bars. He had
carried them up and never mentioned them. We celebrated with a whole
chocolate bar each. We couldn't be too extravagant as we had virtually no
food left. Fortunately, Mick and Steve had over-calculated their food and
had agreed to help us out during the descent. Today the weather closed in
at 8am and thwarted any possible attempts on the summit.

Instead, we passed the time by repitching the tent, as we had discovered
that we were actually sleeping partly on a fragile snow mushroom, a section
of which had disintegrated during the night leaving our feet unsupported.
Throughout the day we chatted about all kinds of things. We had grown
close during the climb and had become like an eccentric couple. We knew
what soup or type of tea the other preferred, knew each other's aspirations
and fears. Brendan, however, never talked without a purpose, and there
was always a large part of him that seemed unknowable, that he had decided
not to share.

I moaned that I was becoming too old for this sport. At 31 I had been at
it ten years. But I also loved skiing and bouldering and, after all, you couldn't
carry on doing this for too long, could you? Brendan didn't say much, but
he too loved his rock climbing and spoke about how last summer, spent
cragging in Britain, was one of his best. Philosophising high on that twisting
corniced ridge seemed a luxury after the grinding face. That evening we
ate our last meal. We had plenty of gas and enough drinks for another two
or three days, but other than two chocolate bars each, eating was now
officially over until we linked with the other two.

The first day of June dawned beautifully. I came out of the tent charged
with energy. We carried light sacks and conditions underfoot were good.
The summit looked close.

'I feel like I'm out for a trot in the park. Do you want me to take a bit of
your gear?'
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Brendan seemed to be moving more slowly, and he handed me the two
water bottles to carry. After an hour or so we were forced onto the ridge
proper. We put on the rope, primarily for psychological reasons. But less
than a minute later an enormous section of ridge beside me snapped off
and tumbled down the North Face. I teetered there, trying to control the
surge of adrenalin racing through my veins. Brendan sat sixty metres away
in a bucket seat, a leg on either side of the ridge.

Six pitches later the trusty afternoon cloud arrived. Our pace slowed and
my earlier enthusiasm was virtually extinguished. A swirling mist enveloped
us on the final ridge, robbing us of the magnificent views we had expected.
The descent to the col between the horns of Changabang ate up one hour
of our time. A layer of soft snow lay over brittle ice and, at the apex of the
col itself, we sank almost to our waists. Giant rocks loomed out of the
mist. We climbed out from between the horns and began the final, weary
200 metres in appalling visibility. At the summit we congratulated each
other, then sat in the snow.

'I'm really chuffed,' Brendan said. The lack of food was taking its toll.
As we sat there the clouds dropped below us. Nanda Devi floated in

front of us, Dunagiri behind, and in the distance the unmistakable Kamet.
We wanted to linger but, with the descent down the twisting ridge still to
come, we turned our backs on the summit. In the top of my rucksack I
found the remnants of a broken biscuit, which we shared. I was amazed
that Brendan still had some of his chocolate bar left.

Voices floated up through the clouds.
'Is that you Steve?' A lone figure stood on the ridge far below.
'Yes. How are you?'
'Good. And you?'
'Fine.' Suddenly the mist swept in and he disappeared.
Later there were two figures, this time 200ft lower and erecting a tent. It

looked like a good place for a bivvy and I chided myself for not having
spotted it for ourselves. Once close enough, Mick seemed eager to catch
our attention. It seemed they had arrived at this wonderful camp spot by
default. Steve had tripped on his balled-up crampons and dragged the two
of them down. Mick had escaped unhurt, but Steve had been less fortunate.
He lay in the tent with intense pain in his ribs and chest. Assured we could
do nothing to help, we returned to our tent for the last of the instant soup.

Despite our fatigue, our minds were in a whirlwind. Exploring every
avenue of escape, we concluded that everything hinged on the extent of
Steve's injuries. Mick and Steve had a rough night: Steve was in pain, and
Mick was perturbed by his partner's irregular breathing and groaning. They
were glad that we were around to assist, and we were glad of them, as we
had now begun to hallucinate about eating some of their mashed potato
powder. The weather had been so consistently bad that the arrival of another
poor day evoked no response. Fortunately Steve could move, albeit with
great suffering. We spent a whole day getting ourselves to the Kalanka Col.
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That evening Mick and Steve invited us for tea. Crammed into the back of
their tent, we sat shaking with the excitement of eating. Steve prepared a
wonderful dish of mashed potato, a meal that I will never forget. I even got
to lick out the cooking pot. Now that was a birthday present!

If the climb had drawn Brendan and me together, the descent would draw
the rest of us together more than we could ever have imagined. Ironically,
back in the UK I hadn't climbed with Brendan that much. We moved in
our own circles, meeting fairly regularly but rock-climbing together only
occasionally. We had gelled socially on Gasherbrum IV and knew of each
other's strengths. The number of people interested in such enterprises as
Changabang's North Face is limited, and this often means that climbers
have to search for climbing partners beyond their usual circle of friends.
Good, successful partnerships are rare but, once established, the two can
throw themselves, every two years or so, into adventurous enterprises
requiring close co-operation and trust.

The next morning brought a biting wind. The simplest task took an
eternity as I had to stop constanMy to unfreeze my fingers. In near-zero
visibility we started our descent, with enough food to last three or four
days. For a while the sky cleared and the terrain proved straightforward.
But as the weather closed in, it became difficult to find a safe route, and we
did extremely well to locate a tiny flat area on the edge of the vast icefield
we were aiming for. By this time we were all utterly exhausted, but from
here just two or three abseils would see us into an easy gully and then
down onto the Changabang Glacier. Mick abseiled first and I followed.

'It's too steep.' Mick shouted, just as I began. 'Too steep for Steve.'
Mick was right. Suddenly it became undercut, and a free-hanging abseil

with broken ribs would have been dangerous. I climbed back out and
Brendan volunteered to set up another anchor out to the right. He spent 20
minutes trying to get a screw in. There was a lot of neve but not much ice.

'I've got a bomber now,' he shouted across to us.
'He reminds me of Dick Renshaw,' said Steve. From what I had heard

there were similarities: both were quiet, determined and tough but always
with a gentleness and a disturbing modesty and selflessness.

'We used to call him the little angel,' Steve continued, 'because whenever
there was a job to be done, a job that others didn't want to do, he would do
it without any fuss.'

Seconds later a muffled noise came from above. Way up, an avalanche
released and then another and another. These silent slides joined forces,
heading straight for us. Time stood still. In a panic I began screaming and
yelling.

'Brendan ... Brendan ... Brendan!'
I beat my axe into the slope up to the hilt and clipped in. The whiteness

took an eternity to reach us. Brendan saw it coming but had no sling to
clip into the ice screw. No rope. No second tool. Absolutely nothing. He
tried to grab the screw. I turned away terrified.
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Eventually it came. So quietly and so softly it took Brendan, sweeping
him away to our right. Stunned I couldn't move at first and then started
rocking my head, trying to control my anguish. The avalanche had stopped
now, the debris sloughing to a halt just 20 metres away. Darkness was not
far away and Mick and Steve led me down to a small safe spur where we
would spend the night.

In reality Brendan had no chance of surviving, but still we shouted into
the night. The next day we searched and shouted, and then saw the giant
cliffs over which the avalanche had tracked. I shouted helplessly up into
the deep empty basin ...

The next two days were the toughest any of us had ever dealt with. Dur
ing the night, as I replayed the scene of Brendan disappearing, my thumb
felt as if it was going to burst. The next morning an ugly black blister had
appeared. Given reasonably stable weather, we aimed to cross first the
Shipton Col and then the Bagini Pass. We estimated that they were both at
around 5700m. If we stuck to one meal a day, our food supply might
just see us through. Although attractive, the alternative descent down the
Rishi Gorge had not been travelled for years and would take too long. We
had no choice but to go for it and cross the two cols. We prayed for good
snow conditions and a little luck. We had to get back to base camp soon.
Steve and I needed a doctor and Roger and Julie-Ann would be desper
ately worried by now, assuming they had retreated and were waiting at
base camp. In the event, foregoing a night's rest, visions of losing my in
fected thumb drove me to press on, leaving Mick and Steve below the face.

We began the long climb to the Shipton Col at lam. I stared up at an
unforgettable night sky. Between Nanda Devi and Changabang were great
carpets of silver galaxies. Morning bathed the sacred mountain in a magi
cal, golden light. I soothed myself by thinking how Brendari would rest in
one of the most remote and beautiful mountain valleys on Earth. Soon the
tiny spring flowers would be pushing their way through the thinning snow,
carpeting the edges of the Changabang Glacier. Before reaching the col, I
turned around one last time and said goodbye.

Summary: On 1st June 1997 Andy Cave and Brendan Murphy reached the
summit of Changabang, 6864m, having made the first ascent of the North Face.
Following a day behind, Mick Fowler and Steve Sustad reached the summit
ridge on 1st June but Sustad slipped on 'balled up' crampons and the pair fell
200ft. Sustad sustained chest injuries and the four climbers teamed up to
descend by the normal route on the south side of the mountain. At around
6000m an avalanche tragically hit Murphy while he was setting up an abseil
and he was swept down the face. It was not possible either to locate or recover
his body. Meanwhile Julie-Ann CIyma and Roger Payne spent 10 days on the
face, reaching the Ice Tongue just above the second icefieId. They sat out terrible
storms there before abseiling off without incident.



15. Changabang 1996. Brendan Murphy (back) and Andy Perkins (front)
at the Bagini Col. (Julie-Ann C/yma) (P12)



16. Brendan Murphy approaching the ice couloir, the start of the 1996 route.
(Ju/ie-Ann etyma) (P12)



17. Roger Payne climbing through difficult
mixed ground on the lower part of the
route in 1997. (Julie-Ann Clyma) (P3)

18. Brendan Murphy climbing the ice tongue.
(Andy Cave) (P3)

19. Andy Cave's frostbitten thumb is treated by Julie-Ann Clyma at base camp.
(Roger Payne) (P3)
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